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Hiding in Plain Sight���
Identification and Analysis of Anomalous Files!



What You Will Learn���

✤  Common Tools 

✤  Limitations in Tools 

✤  Analyzing Files 

✤  Identifying File Structure 

✤  Caveats 



Bio���

✤  Began working in information security in the Internet Abuse 
department at UUNET in 1999. Over the past 10 years have been 
focusing on forensics, reverse engineering, and malware analysis; in 
various incident response and SOC positions. Currently work as a 
Security/Malware Engineer at CompuCom, developing tools and 
techniques for malware analysis and enhancing incident response 
measures. 



The Problem���

✤  Thousands of businesses and organizations are often the unwilling 
and unknowing distributers of malware or related components!

✤  The associated files appear normal or harmless, using different file 
extensions to avoid detection.!

✤  Anti-Virus does not typically detect non-executable formats.!



Common Tools���

✤  The most popular and common tool used for identifying file types is 
the command-line based tool is “File”. File uses signatures (similar to 
an IDS) to identify specific characteristics in a file and determine its 
type of program association.!

✤   !



Common Tools (Cont)���

Hex dump of the first!
50 bytes of the file.!

PDF “magic” file located in :!
/usr/share/file/magic!

!



Limitations���

✤  File is a great tool, but when it cannot identify a file, it simply returns 
“data” as the type. Data ambiguously, indicates the file has not 
previously been identified.!

Altered PDF  document 
is no longer identifiable!

PDF [\x50\x44\x46] !
removed !



Analyzing Files���
✤  Trust but verify File results.!

✤  Look for patterns.!

✤  Working in bulk can be a big help.!



Analyzing Files (cont)���

Bulk analysis of all 
files in a given 
directory!



Analyzing Files (cont)���

Grouped 
results 

based on 
top 

patterns!



Analyzing Files (cont)���

Focusing on a group of files.!



Identifying File Structure���

✤  Think Simple: repeating patterns indicates structure.!

✤  Arbitrary values or numbers between patterns may be significant.!

✤  Look for ASCII strings within the file.!

✤  Remember: Big vs Little ENDIAN.!



Caveats���

✤  The analysis process may take long time.!

✤  Analyzing multiple samples may yield better results.!

✤  100% conclusive identification without a the originating file may not 
be possible.!

✤  Unidentified file structures may be based on or a derivative of another 
well known file type. !



Contact Info���
✤  Website: http://www.n00dle.org!

✤  Twitter: @feedbrain!

✤  E-Mail: rrcave@n00dle.org!

✤  CompuCom Info!

✤  Twitter: @compucomgsirtres!

✤  Blog: http://compucommssresearchgroup.blogspot.com!

✤  RSS Feed: 
h"p://www.google.com/reader/shared/02995287658117904101!

✤  E-Mail: rcave@compucom.com!


